Influence of a depletion interaction on dynamical heterogeneity in a dense quasi-two-dimensional colloid liquid.
We report the results of digital video microscopy studies of the large particle displacements in a quasi-two-dimensional binary mixture of large (L) and small (S) colloid particles with diameter ratio sigma(L)/sigma(S)=4.65, as a function of the large and small colloid particle densities. As in the case of the one-component quasi-two-dimensional colloid system, the binary mixtures exhibit structural and dynamical heterogeneity. The distribution of large particle displacements over the time scale examined provides evidence for (at least) two different mechanisms of motion, one associated with particles in locally ordered regions and the other associated with particles in locally disordered regions. When rhoL*=Npisigma(L) (2)/4A< or =0.35, the addition of small colloid particles leads to a monotonic decrease in the large particle diffusion coefficient with increasing small particle volume fraction. When rhoL* > or =0.35 the addition of small colloid particles to a dense system of large colloid particles at first leads to an increase in the large particle diffusion coefficient, which is then followed by the expected decrease of the large particle diffusion coefficient with increasing small colloid particle volume fraction. The mode coupling theory of the ideal glass transition in three-dimensional systems makes a qualitative prediction that agrees with the initial increase in the large particle diffusion coefficient with increasing small particle density. Nevertheless, because the structural and dynamical heterogeneities of the quasi-two-dimensional colloid liquid occur within the field of equilibrium states, and the fluctuations generate locally ordered domains rather than just disordered regions of higher and lower density, it is suggested that mode coupling theory does not account for all classes of relevant fluctuations in a quasi-two-dimensional liquid.